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radiant heat, sunlight’s electromagnetic wave

�When electromagnetic wave touch the skin   
-> make heat -> hot �

�
�Before this product, there are only products 

for cooling down�
�

�ONLY this product can protect from 
electromagnetic wave�

Protect from



The cap has effective for radian heat?

After 5 minutes, no CAP is
better than CAP, because of
the humility.
If put PITA to the CAP, it
will cut down radian heat,
and keep low temperature.
This testing used 60W
Lamp. If conditions are
different, the result will be
not same.

Testing resultTemp
Testing result

Pita + SiO Pita No Cap Water CAP Pita + CAP



PITA STRUCTURE

�We did many 
testing to choose 
best material for 
PITA.

�9 layers make 
comfortable 
conditions.

�The order of 
Layers is one of 
the key of this 
product.

���

Special hole

Reduce smell, humility, fungus

Non-woven fabric

Heat defend material

Connecting material

Radian heat reflex

Special heat proof material

Strong cross clothes

Special heat proof material

Reduce radiation

Air Zone

Put PITA inside the CAP



TESTING UNDER SUMMER SUNLIGHT

2017/08/04
Testing location: Shizuoka 
Hamamatsu.

Result: using PITA will keep 
lower temperature. Max 13℃
difference

PITA Without PITA Temperature Different



Product license ������� Shizuoka prefecture certificationPattern No �������



Compare quality and price

No energy, low price, can choose effect area

NO. � �  ! " CAP with PITA

Picture

����� 5940� 898� 1980� 820� &''� 1980�

���� Air Air Ice pack Ice pack Xylitol heat dissolution

Heat suppression by 
radiation heat reflection 

and quick drying · 
deodorant

������ Nature Solar panel ���������������� Electric cooling ���������������
� None

������ � % $ $ # %

��������
��������

� � % $ # $

	�������
��������� � % � � # $

����
������ $ � % � % %
Wearable $ � % � # $
�������� $ � # � # $

Effect 
area

������
 Face Nape part Top of the head Forehead Turn the place to choose 
protecting area



Compare product

AIRPEAK VS PITA
No PITA With PITA with PITA frame

Airpeak White white P white PF white

Airpeak Black black P black PF black

Only Airpeak doesn’t have effect, but if combine 

with PITA -> reduce 18.5 ℃

Pita barrier with cool 

frame material with 

frame



Compare with other product
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Compare with Xylitol product

�	��

����


�	�����

�������


�	����

������

Use same size 
between PITA and 

Xylitol

Dry xylitol can reduce 
temperature, but if have 

high humility , it can’t 
reduce temperature

PITA

Xylitol

PITA with mist

Xylitol with mist

PITA with water

Xylitol with water



Hamamatsu city high school student take 
a part to complete this product

Feel cool 57%

Little cool 
20%

A little bit 
cool 13%

No effect  10%

SUPPRESSION EFFECT OF HEAD 
TEMPERATURE RISE

Easy
52%

Slightly 
easy
22%

Difficul
t

26%

WEARING PROPERTY

None
52%

So so
12%

A little 
steamy

20%

Be 
steamy

16%

HUMILITY INSIDE

Good
89%Bad

11%

PORTABILITY

���� �

It’s cool 57

A little ��

Slightly ��

No effect ��

Hotter 0

Im
proved 

w
earability

Refreshing
Im

prove 
portabilitysmell

fungus

sweatNot only heat



Com
fortable

Fitting
M

obility

Protect from
 fungus -

sw
eat -sm

ell

Air route

Fit

Open/close 
easy



[Hygroscopic effect] Porous structure, large amount of 

moisture in the air is adsorbed.

[Protect from smell] When get moisture, also will get smell.

[Insect effect] A tick don’t like dry condition

[Fungus effect] using PITA, humility and sweat will be dry 

very fast -> prevent fungus

[Safety] Silicon dioxide is very stable and safe

[Stability] It is safe to allow food additives, additives for 

pharmaceuticals…

�Just dried in the sun, can be used repeatedly.

Reduce humility

Stable Safetysilica gel

Effect smell for start from 100ppm

Ammonium rate

PITA + Silica gel

Only PITA



Product image flier: A4 sideways (A2)
Product package exterior



Newspaper
���



On internet
���
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For helmet
���


